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PJ-273
I Semester M.Sc. Examination, February - 2O2O

(CBCS-Y2KL7 /Y2K74 Scheme)
MATHEMATICS

M1O2T : ReaI Analysis

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 70

Instntctlons : (i) Ansuter any ffue questions.
(ii) AII questions carry equalmr;:rks.

1. (a) Show that f(x): -x e R[-c, 0]. 4+5+5
(b) If /e R[c] on [a, b] and P, P* are two partitions of [a, b] such tleat p c p*,

then P.T. L(P, f, ul . L(P*, "[ ") 
< U(P*, t c) < U(P, J cg.

(c) If /e R[ctr] on [a, b] and fe R[ct,] on [a, b] then prove that.feR[cr, +o,] on
[a, b].

2. (a) IfleR[a] on [a, b] and ce R+, then prove that c/e R[c] on [a, b]. 4+4+6
(b) Assuming /(x) is monotonic on [a, b] and cr(;c) is monotonically increasing

and continuous function on [a, b], prove that /e R[c] on [a, b].

(c) Let/be Riemann integrable on [a, b] and tet r1x1: 
f11t) 

dt, where

a<x<b. Ttren prove that F is continuous on [a, b]. Further, show that
if /(t) is continuous at a point -16 on [a, b], then F is differentiable at
rb and r'(rt)=/("t).

3. (a) If /eR[a, b] and if there exists a function F on [a, b] such that F':, then

prove t.hat f f o* - F(b) - F(a). s+4+s

(b) If .-lt ^S(p,f, cr) exists then prove that fe R[cr] on [a, b] and thatp(P)-+0

It S(P,l ct): f f o*
p"(P)-+0 Ja -

(c) Define a function of bounded variation. Prove that a function of bounded
variation on [a, b] is bounded.
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(a) If lt H l<\, Vne N, Vxe [a, b] and I tutr of positive reals, is convergent,
n=1

5+4+5

"f"(x) is uniformly convergent on [a, b].then prove that s
L

n=l

(b) Show that

[0, 4], k>0.

(c) r.et I fo(x) an infinite series of functions uniformly convergent to

eR[a, bl lfie'r Fove'tatfl{eR{a, b].

(a) If A is a sub-set of R. lben
equivalent.
(i) A is closed and bounded
(ii) A is compact
(iii) A is countably compact

prove tJrat the following statements are 8+6

(b) Prove that any infinite bounded subset of Rk has a limit point in Rk.
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7. (a) Let EcRn be an opel -""l"ttq /: E-rRm be a m?p.' Prove that /is

continuously differentiable if and lnly if the partial derivatives Dt[ exists

andare"o"-ti"to'l"onEfor 1< i<-^'t =j 'r. '  
" 6+5+3

(b) If T e L(Rn, Rm), then prove that lltll'* and T is a uniformly continuous

maPPing of Rn onto Rm'

(c) Letf zla,bl+Rk, f:Vr,fz'
fr is differentiable'

8. State and prove the implicit function theorem'
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......., ftl,/is difrerentiable if and only if each
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